(Another open extension of a map f can be given whose domain will preserve many of these properties. Since the family {l v , f} separates points and also separates points from closed sets, the evaluation map e : X -X x Y (given by e(x) = (x, f (x))) is an embedding. Hence X is homeomorphic to e(X), the graph of £, so is X.
Here, in addition to 1.3 we need to only note that with S finite, f* is closed iff f is closed. (1) See Herrlich [10] for the definition and properties of coreflective subcategories.
(2) A countably generated space is one T f determined by countable subsets 11 in the sense of Moore and Mrowka [14] . Sequentially generated spaces are the sequential spaces [6] and compactly generated spaces the k-spaces. 
